Huawei Twitter and Facebook December 8-9

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - 4h
We don't have to rave about the camera quality of the #Mate40Pro, we can just show you! Check out the images @TheRichWoods took along with his full review of the device.

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - 6h
Our smartphones are capable of so many things. But what about measuring body temperatures? It's now possible with a new patent from Huawei. Check it out!

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - 8h
Hear our very own @andy_purdy discuss ways to protect against data breaches and hacking with @Microsoft's Bret Arsenault, @Comcast's @noopudavis and @Target's Rich Agostino. Don't miss this session at 12:15 p.m. ET hosted by @Reuters_Tech #MOMENTUM!
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This Thursday at 11 a.m. ET Huawei USA CSO Olivia Zatztalco will be speaking at the @WITI DigitalInclusivity Summit - don't miss it. tinyurl.com/yxhbbzby

Surprised by this young girl’s fluent Chinese & wishes for an open world? Hear more inspirational insights from her father, international investor & author @jimmygoldsweet, on cooperation at this year’s futuristic
#TrustInTech online Summit. Register now; tinyurl.com/TrustInTech

Unleashing innovation through collaboration

Andy Purdy
Chief Security officer
Huawei Technologies USA

Register now; December 10th 2020, 9am EST (upm GMT)
It's time! @neil_sahota is answering your #TechTuesday questions about AI for Good right now! AskHuaweiUSA

#TECHTUESDAY AI FOR GOOD Q&A

with Neil Sahota
Chief Innovation Officer, University of California, Irvine School of Law

December 8, at 200 p.m. ET

Vision struggles shouldn't hold you back. #Eyesmang is an app using cutting-edge technology to help people with different conditions read with more ease on their device. #SeasonOfGiving.tinyurl.com/yyyyy2o

Making tech look good. See what else @pocketnow has to say about the #HuaweiGentleMonster #EyewearII.

In our HUAWEI Gentle Monster Eyewear II review we're taking a look at this next-gen wearable fashion statement. pocketnow.com

The time to end the digital divide is upon us now. Join Joy Ten alongside @techledes, @debrah, Jason Thompson of @WGU, and @Mia today at 11:20 a.m. ET for a panel discussion on how to make it happen. @With #DigitalInclusivity.tinyurl.com/yug5x9

REINVENTING OUR FUTURE

ACCELERATING DIGITAL INCLUSION: ENDING THE DIGITAL DIVIDES

Dec 8, 8:20 - 9:30 a.m. PST
Get work done wherever you are. #MateBookX

Huawei USA

Huawei USA

AppGallery is here, and whatever your music taste, we got you — even those guilty pleasures. #MoreToExplore
Sweltering heat 534 meters below the earth, or an air-conditioned remote control center — what would you choose? The futuristic, online Trust in Tech Summit is 2... See More

Cyber-attacks have increased massively since the recent pandemic, and it's up to us to be more strategic about how to plan for the future. Don't miss Andy Purdy speak about this topic at 12:15 p.m. ET during today's MOMENTUM conference. https://bit.ly/3mPzdVyk
This Thursday at 11 a.m. ET, Huawei USA CSO Andy Purdy will join Anthony Walker, CEO of techUK, professor Susan Athey of Stanford University and Martina Szabo of World Economic Forum to discuss connectivity’s role in helping battle against the pandemic. It's not too late to register. 

https://tinyurl.com/y3lyl5pc

Huawei USA

#Huawei is committed to helping 1 million young people build digital skills for employability by June 2021 via the UNESCO Global Skills Academy, which has so far reached 70,000 participants in 23 countries, of which 38% are women. 

https://tinyurl.com/y5lmlu5g

Hard to get a dermatologist appointment? Not for much longer. Skincare advice is just taps away.

The future of skincare might be as simple as taking a selfie.
Find out what convenience really takes. Online on-demand services are hot now and we've got solutions to help you improve your app's user journey.

Empowering Lifestyle Together with Huawei HMS

Watch now

CONSUMER.HUAWEI.COM
Empowering Lifestyle Together with Huawei HMS

Learn More

Huawei USA
Yesterday at 8:08 AM
It's that time of year. #HuaweiPhotography

Huawei USA
Yesterday at 9:22 AM
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BETTER WORLD SUMMIT 2020
How Can Home, Government, and Enterprise Connectivity Deliver Deterministic Experience?
2 Days Left
December 10 to 11, 2020
Register Now

华为
昨天上午6:44
Two more days till Huawei's BWS livestream. Discover how can home, government and enterprise connectivity deliver deterministic experience on Dec 10-11. Regis... See More
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华为美国
昨天上午5:00
If we work together, we can combat the #digitaldivide. Today at 11:20 a.m. ET, join Joy Tan, alongside Connie Guglielmo of CNET, Debra Ruh of Ruh Global, Jason Thompson of Western Governors University, and Mia Shah-Dand of Lighthouse3 during the WITIDigitalInclusivity Summit. The group will be breaking down why inclusion is so important and how we can make it a reality.
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